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ABSTRACT 

                                         

  Echo cancellation in voice communication is a process of removing the echo to 

improve the clarity, quality of the voice signals by suppressing the silence signal which prevents 

echoes during transmission through networks. There are two types of echo in voice 

communication: Hybrid echo cancellation and Acoustic echo cancellation. Hybrid echo is 

generated by the reflection of electrical energy by a device called Hybrid. Echo suppressor’s 

helps to minimize the hybrid echo’s to produce clarity voice signals. The coupling problems 

between the telephony speaker and its microphone lead to the acoustic echo’s. The direct sound 

from the loud speaker enters into the microphone almost unaltered this is called direct acoustic 

path Echo. These echoes may be caused by cross talks or by echo in caller surroundings. These 

disturbances vary depending on environmental preliminaries such as ventilators, fans, walls and 

other disturbing sources. 

    The main objective of this research is to present acoustic echo cancellation 

design methods. We investigate two parts of echo cancellation design: In the first part we focus 

on echo cancellation for sinusoidal signal using different algorithms like Least mean square 

algorithm(LMS),Leaky Least Mean Square (LLMS) Algorithm, Normalized Mean Square 

(NLMS) Algorithm, and Recursive Least Square(RLS) Algorithm based on different parameters 

.The second part our work focus on the robustness of Acoustic Echo Canceller(AEC) in the 

presence of interference with regards to the near end speech theory and implementation aspects 

for acoustic echo cancellation. This paper presents the comparison between different adaptive 

filter usages in acoustic echo cancellation. This comparison includes the cancellation of acoustic 

echo generated in room using different adaptive filter like least mean square (LMS) Algorithm, 

Leaky Least mean square (LLMS) Algorithm, Normalized Least Mean Square (NLMS) 



Algorithm and Recursive Least Square (RLS) Algorithm and we also take an input sinusoidal 

signal and add additive white Gaussian noise and compare this results with the speech signal 

based on different parameters. We observe the different parameters like Echo Return Loss 

Enhancement (ERLE), signal to noise ratio, comparing ERLE with different filter parameters, 

comparing ERLE with filter length and computational complexity. We show a number of 

experimental results to illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithms and from the 

results we observe that ERLE value is high for LMS, LLMS algorithm, SNR values is high for 

NLMS algorithm, different filter parameters are compared with the ERLE and maximum values 

are estimated. The simulation part is done in MATLAB and the output results are plotted. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

       In modern telecommunication systems like hands-free and 

teleconferencing systems Acoustic echo often occurs. Currently, Echo cancellation is a most 

interesting and challenging task in any communication systems.  Due to increase in data 

band-width Acoustic echo cancellation plays a vital role in high quality teleconferencing 

systems. Line echo cancellers are less complex than Acoustic echo cancellers and are used to 

reduce interference in the form of echoes. The echo canceller models the speech signal 

passing through the speaker into the room and subtracts it from the signal passing into the 

microphone [20]. 

                     Echo is nothing but reflected or delayed (few tens of milliseconds) version of 

the speech wave these reflections may be due to the walls, floors, tress or any other objects. 

This delayed time is generally referred to as reverberation time. We could not hear the exact 

speech signal but we can hear some delayed version of original signal or desired signal 

reflected back to the source. Our ultimate goal is to remove these echoes by using echo 

cancellation which is a typical example to introduce adaptive filter algorithms in order to 

extract the original speech signal. Echo can degrade the quality and depends on number of 

paths through which wave is reflected, delayed between the original signal and delayed 

speech wave and the strength of the reflected. Echo are generated due to the following 

reasons it may be due to poor room acoustics, due to cellular handset which is of low quality, 

or may be due to twisted long wire or even may be due to marginal microphones [20]. 

1.1 MOTIVATION 

                                    There are different types of communication systems such as optical 

communication systems, radio communication systems, half duplex communication system, 

Duplex communication system and tactical communication systems all these systems aim at 

listening to original speech wave [22]. However, research is going on to eradicate these 

echoes in this modern world with high speed quality for application to audio teleconference 

systems. There are two types of echo they are line hybrid echo and acoustic echo. 

                  Hybrid echoes are generated due to impedance mismatch along the transmission 

medium where subscriber’s two wires are connected to four wire lines. As the echo levels are 

small and occur over a short delay these echoes are not a problem in twisted-pair copper 

wires. This is seen in telephone Company’s central office or in office PBX. 

                                        The goal of any echo cancellers is to minimize any loss in the voice 

quality due to the presence of echo. Even to detect the echo effectively and quickly. These 

echo cancellers must work in systems which consists of double talk detection (when both the 

parties are speaking simultaneously) and even in presence of noise. 



                   Acoustic echoes are generated through acoustic path between loud speaker and 

microphone in hand free audio terminal or teleconference. The examples of the acoustic echoes 

are hands-free car phone systems like telephones in hand free mode, conference room with 

microphones and speakers on the same table and physical coupling. Acoustic echo are non 

stationary and linear so measuring such wave need to be made adaptive. We represent a filter 

in terms of finite number of parameters that is used to approximate the echo path. Round trip 

delay becomes irritation or troublesome when it exceeds 30ms and this is heard as hallow 

sound. The side tone is deliberately inserted so that the caller must be able to listen themselves 

speaking. Echo cancellers are used for full duplex, half duplex and for soft phones.   

  Figure 1.1 Block Diagram of echo in a mobile to landline system  

     In multi party conference hall we come across multi hybrid responses in which 

network echo cancellers are designed to cancel up to three independent hybrid echo responses 

each up to 16ms and with window of 128ms.Such process of echo cancelation will require 

longer filter lengths and the coefficient noise that will unavoidably occur during adaptation for 

the non zero valued coefficients in inactive regions. So the key requirement is controlling of 

acoustic echo generated from loud speakers to microphone in hand-free and teleconference 

systems. There are several bulk delays in loudspeakers-room microphone systems due to 

several reflecting paths and these delays are sometimes predictable and sometimes cannot be 

predicted. In general conference room the echo impulse response is in the region of 100 to 

400ms and hence adaptive filters employing 1024 taps or more to achieve adequate levels of 

echo cancellation.[23]  

1.2 Processes of Acoustic Echo cancellation 

               As most of us know about control systems there are two types of control systems like 

active noise control system and passive noise control system. The controlling part observers 

the disturbances below 1000Hz in active noise control system where as passive is used for 

higher frequency. The active control system consists of three disciplines they are:[22]    

1. Active Vibration Control(AVC) 

2. Active Structural Acoustic Control(ASAC) 

3. Active Noise Control(ANC) 
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The noise that is generated by vibrating source is removed by ASAC, Noise that is generated 

by shakes is reduced by AVC that is to reduce the structural vibration, and the acoustic noise 

generated by means of loudspeakers is reduced by ANC. So in our project we are going to 

deal with the active noise control which is used to reduce the acoustic noise generated by 

loudspeakers by means of adaptive algorithms which was developed by windrow in 1960.In 

real world we come across different types of noises like white noise, coloured noise, 

impulsive and flick noise, transient noise pulses, Thermal noise, short noise, flicker noise, 

Electromagnetic noise, Channel distortion, Echo and multipath reflections so in order to 

remove all these noises we come across different types of adaptive filters like LMS, LLMS, 

NLMS, RLS and kalman. So in our thesis we are presently concentrating on Echo and 

multipath reflections and LMS, LLMS, NLMS and RLS algorithms. Their performance is 

studied based on different types of algorithms. [18] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

Figure 1.2 Block diagram of Echo Canceller 

The above figure is taken from [4].In order to secure or guarantee better speech signal 

quality in any communication system echo must be cancelled especially in satellite 

transmission or in digital encoding. To approximate hybrid transfer function we use a finite 

impulse response (FIR) digital filter, which in turn helps to synthesise the replica. In order to 

determine the cross correlation of the outgoing and incoming signal we use gradient method. 

The echo canceller consists of two main functional parts they are and even the general block 

diagram is given as: 

1. Double talk detector 

2. Adaptive filter 

Double 

talk 
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Adaptive 

filter 

Non 

lexically 

Processor 



Noise 

N(i) 

Signal+Noise e=signal d(i)

) 

3. Non linear processor 

The doubletalk detector prevents adaptive algorithm from divergence. Generally double talk 

is detected when the maximum far end signal of length N is less than the near end signal by a 

threshold value then the double talk occurs. This threshold is usually close to the ERLE 

(Echo return loss path).Adaptive filters are used to have the minimizes the error signal 

between the desired signal and the reference signal by updating the filter coefficients. This 

component will explained in details further in this report. Last block is nonlinear processor 

which is used to detect the left over echo after passing through the adaptive filter. This is 

called as residual echo and these are removed by NP.This is not activated during the double 

talk detection. 

1.3 Noise cancellation in speech signals 

   When speech signal is submerged with different noisy environment which has 

the same periodic components like the speech signal then the Adaptive filtering can be 

extremely useful. The general block diagram of noise cancellation in speech signals is given 

below. 

 

                                                                        

 

                                                                                

 

 

                    

 

                                                    

                                                                                                                                     

                                                                         

Figure 1.3 Noise cancellation model 

       In the above figure [2] the input signal is corrupted by noise and the second signal is the 

noise signal this signal is taken as reference to cancel the noise present in the reference signal 

this is done by adaptive filter by updating the filter coefficients for different adaptive 

algorithms. The level of the noise is decreased but the noise cannot be completely removed. 

W(i) 

Adaptive 

Filter 



This reference signal is given as input to the adaptive filter. Here the signal and noise are 

uncorrelated to each other. Here the noise is the propose one to obtain the filtered signal      . 

        To obtain the                 or                                                 [1] 

                                                                                                   [2] 

Then the error signal is the difference between the desired signal and        which the 

resultant is obtained. The sample principle we are going to apply in our thesis and cancel the 

Acoustic echo using adaptive filters with different parameters. 

1.4 Objective 

  This thesis gives an overview of the recent development in acoustic echo cancellation 

and its applications in industries and research communities. This paper presents the elimination 

of the acoustical echoes with is so one of the biggest problem faced in hands-free 

speakerphones or teleconference halls. The main objective of this thesis is to investigate or 

simulate and implement a real time acoustic echo cancellation system for room impulse 

response and some moving noise in the room by using non linear processor. The final section 

focus on system optimization technique, Echo cancellation and the AEC system introduces 

certain amount of echo attenuation so we compare this with different parameters, 

computational complexity are compared for different adaptive algorithms. 

1.5 Organization of the Thesis 

The objectives of this paper are to Acoustic echo cancellation problem, as well as in 

this framework present and analyze some of the typical algorithms applied to the echo 

cancellation case [22].Chapter 1 describes the echo cancellation processes, Motivation and 

Evaluation criteria. General identification of the Acoustic echo paths using the wiener 

formulation is discussed, giving them a historical perspective and overall background to the 

problem. An overview of the system is represented in the chapter 2 we also successfully 

apply the algorithms of network echo cancellation when combined with room impulse 

response. The stochastic gradient, improved variants of different adaptive filters like LMS, 

LLMS, RLS and NLMS are discussed even their complexities advantages and disadvantages 

are elaborated in the chapter 3, We present the conventional single channel case time domain 

adaptive algorithms. Regularization is extremely important for practical implementation of 

echo cancellers and generation of room impulse response is discussed in chapter 4.Chapter 5, 

describes the simulation steps in MATLAB. Chapter 6,  presents extensive simulation results 

from most of the algorithms described results are plotted which are obtained from the 

MATLAB. Chapter 7,8 describes summary, conclusion the future results and references. 

 

        

 



Chapter 2 

 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW  

In any type of teleconference audio is extremely important in video conference eighty 

percent of information transferred is in the audio. So proper system must be selected in order 

to remove this echo generated in the room. Many factors will determine the echo path like 

improper placement of microphone, microphone to the loud speaker coupling, microphone 

selection, background noise, room reverberation in order to remove all this a proper selection 

of adaptive filter algorithm is needed to adjust the tails according to the incoming signal and 

these filters should converge so quickly but not that quick so that it diverge under some 

conditions. In echo canceller system the incoming signal from the remote terminal is sent to 

the adaptive filter then filter updates the filter coefficients and the resultant signal is out of 

phase by 180 degrees. Then this signal is compared with the signal generated from the 

microphone after undergoing multiple reflections on the walls of the room and an impulse 

response is generated called echoes. The error signal i.e. the resultant speech signal free from 

echo is obtained. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                           

                 

Figure 2.1 Block Diagram of Acoustic echo canceller 

 Always keep the microphone as close to the participant as possible and away from the 

loudspeaker as possible. 

 By eliminating reverberation time and ambient noise the acoustic echo can be 

eliminated totally. 
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 Echo cancellers are only capable of cancelling of noise floor but it has nothing to do 

with noise cancellation. The common problem faced by the echo cancellation is 

convergence time and the degree of cancellation. 

 The convolution between input weight vector and filter weight vectors fallowed by 

updating the filter weights by an adaptive algorithm. 

Limitations of Hand free Acoustic echo Canceller 

  In AEC, model of plastic enclosure vibrations and nonlinear loudspeaker 

response can be identified and tracked along with the reflected signals such as Acoustic 

impulse response. The AEC performance can be measured by ERLE. During the double talk 

detection the filter coefficients diverge instead of converging so we need to freeze the filter. It 

is necessary that the dynamic tracking is necessary when the input signal is non stationary 

this may occur when there are disturbances like moving of items. In loudspeakers there are 

two types of disturbances they are electrical part and mechanical part these two parts interact 

with magnetic field result in nonlinear distortions. When the Acoustic impulse response is 

more than the AEC filter coefficients then this results in under modelling of Acoustic transfer 

function. Caraiscos has done the rounding off in adaptive algorithms this can minimize the 

error obtained from the fans, air coolers and thermal. 

  The problem of acoustic echo cancellation with particular application to hand 

free telephonic systems we use higher order adaptive filters. Several algorithms have been 

come into existence for acoustic echo as well as noise problem cancellation problem. Several 

thousands of taps are required to achieve sufficient amount of echo attenuation. Thus the 

reverberation time and the SNR are heart of the problem. The near end speech signal are 

separated from the noise and reverberated speech components by adaptive filters if the real 

end speech signal is close to the microphones to produce highly correlated signal. These 

acoustic echo cancellers are used for narrow band and wide band conference systems. Wide 

band applications include distance learning, video conferencing and teleconferencing. 

Whereas narrow band include low-bit rate video conferencing. The acoustic echo cancellers 

suppress echo to guarantee normal conversation conditions, to prevent closed loop system 

from becoming unstable. It has hand free telephony set, teleconference and handsets. The 

standard of the AEC are input/output delays must not be less than 16ms.In the presence of 

near end signal the suppression should be 25dB. 

 

      

 

 

 

 



Chapter 3 

 

ADAPTIVE FILTER DESIGN THEORY 

 Before studying about adaptive filter design theory we will discuss about basic topics. 

Filtering is to remove periodic trend of specific frequency and even to smooth out high 

frequency fluctuations. The applications of filtering are transmission of speech signal in noisy 

environment and reception of data in noisy channel. Linear prediction is an estimation of the 

present and previous values which is a linear combination. The singular problem faced by 

adaptive filters is that the finding the solution for Wiener Hoff. 

Linear prediction 

If we want to design a wiener filter we need to solve the general equation which is given as 

below, i.e. 

          
                                                      [3] 

Thus we need to calculate the       and        

By finding these values we get the              
                                           [4] 

The only difference between linear prediction with and without noise is the autocorrelation 

matrix for the input signal but where as in noise it is uncorrelated so then    is replaced by  

                                                             [5] 

In order to the desired signal we use the reference signal in the wiener filter. The only 

difference between the linear prediction and the multistep prediction is cross correlation 

vector    .        

    The general cross correlation matrix is solved as                                           [6] 

     The covariance matrix is given as            
                 

                                     [7] 

      When the speech is uncorrelated with the noise then                

The better estimation can be obtained when the prediction time is shorter. In real world there 

is a propagation delay. 

The difference between the Finite Impulse Response of the model filtered output and the 

linear time invariant system is given by the error signal as fallows 

                                                                                 [8] 

                               Where              =                                                                 [9] 



The general block diagram is given as 

  

                                                                                           

                                         

                                                                                                                

 

 

Consequently the mean squared error may be written as  

    =         where E is the error signal.                            [10] 

       The orthogonality principle is given as             ] 

         The basic difference is FIR is the truncated form of IIR. 

                                          
                                                    [11] 

                X (i) =                                                                          [12] 

       3.1 OPTIMUM LINEAR FILTERING PROBLEM 

                   To minimize the mean square value of the of the error signal which is 

nothing but the difference between the desired response and the actual filtered output this is 

one the big problem faced in adaptive filter theory and this is called as filter optimization 

problem. The idea is to design the LTI      filters that are based on a reference signal or 

input signal      in turn produces output signal.  

         

                                                                                + 

                                                                                                      

 

 

                                                          
   
    

                                                                                 

Figure 3.1 Block Diagram of Basic Wiener filter 

Wiener Filter 
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Whereas       is estimating a desired signal      with minimal distance. This optimal filter 

is called a linear filter and it as to assume a time varying form if the input is non stationary.  

The above equation is the estimation error and this problem is divided into four different 

categories like Filtering, Smoothing, Prediction and inverse filtering or deconvolution. 

Filtering is extended to include future samples of the reference signal. Prediction is 

estimating the future values of the reference signal, autocorrelation can be predicted but white 

noise cannot be predicted. The filter      should be designed to be a deconvolution filter. 

                                                            [13] 

The above equation is given for deconvolution or inverse filtering and      presents the 

channel. 

3.2 FIR Wiener Filter 

The common problem in any communication system is contamination of signal by an 

unwanted signal. The conventional with fixed coefficients are used if the noise and signal 

occupy separate frequency bands. If the noise band is unknown or varies with time, to deal 

with non stationary of signal or noise and even when the signal noise are spectrally 

overlapped. The general block diagram [2] of FIR Wiener filter is given as below with an 

order of q-1 where q is the coefficients. 

                     
   
                                            [14] 

                                                            
   
                                      [15] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  Figure 3.2 FIR Wiener Filter 

The wiener FIR Filter is used to minimize the mean square error. Wide sense stationary 

implies that the mean square error does not depend on the value i. The Autocorrelation 

Z^-1 Z^-1 Z^-1 



sequence is conjugated symmetric. FIR filters are mostly used because of simplicity and 

guaranteed stability. For L-point FIR filter is given as 

                                                        
   
                                                         [16] 

 

3.3 Adaptive filters 

Adaptive filter is a digital filter with self adjusting characteristics and adapts automatically to 

change in input signals when the input is non stationary. The Adaptive filter with noise 

canceller consists of two distinct parts one is digital filter with adjustable coefficients and 

adaptive algorithm to adjust the coefficients. We are considering that the desired signal (d) is 

corrupted and our aim is to eliminate the undesired part for this we use adaptive filter. We use 

adaptive algorithms which provide a set of taps. This tap weights could be implemented and 

inverted and applied to the received signal. There are three major types of adaptive 

configurations they are Adaptive noise or echo cancellation adaptive system identification, 

linear predictive coding all these are similar in algorithms but with different system structure. 

Because of guaranteed stability and simplicity FIR filters are mostly used over IIR filters. In 

the above figure the two signals are applied to the filter i.e.  ,   here these both are 

correlated then the wiener filter produces the optimal estimate of part of   and subtracts 

from    to produce the   . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       

     

 

         Figure 3.3 Block diagram of Adaptive Filter as a noise canceller 
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The plot of the mean square estimation and filter coefficients is bowl shape error 

performance surface then the filter weight vector has optimal value given as     =    . 

However it is also possible to use methods that search a solution iteratively so a simple and 

robust method called gradient method was proposed. The mean squared error is known as a 

quadratic function of the FIR filter coefficients vector. The step size µ place a major role in 

either increase or decrease of the error. It must be a positive number if it is negative then the 

weight vector would be moved up the quadratic surface and increases error.  

Gradient Algorithm 

 Initialize    values 

 Calculate ▲W (i) 

 Update the weight equation as          ▲W (i) 

 Then go back to step 2 and repeat the processes 

Adaptive algorithms are mostly used to minimize the error signal   according to some 

criterion we adjust the coefficients of the digital filter. In wiener in order to get the reference 

signal we use the desired signal. Unlike IIR filter FIR wiener filter has finite number of filter 

coefficients that must be determined. The most popularly used algorithms are LMS, LLMS, 

NLMS, RLS as these algorithms are used in my project I am going to explain about them in 

detail in the following section. 

EFEECTS OF NON STATIONARY 

 In stationary case adaptive filter converges at optimum point. 

 In non-stationary environment the bottom or minimal point continuously moves and 

its orientation and curvature can change. 

 Sporadic interference of short duration or data often upsets the filter weights. 

3.4 LEAST MEAN SQUARE (LMS) ALGORITHM 

 The LMS is based on steepest descent algorithm. The most interesting factor is how the 

weights evolve in time beginning with an arbitrary initial weight vector     and thus updates 

the weight vector. The main concept in this that the weight error vector    converges to zero 

that is         should be zero so that     converges to zero this will lead to following 

restriction on the step size µ i.e. 

 0<µ<
 

        
                                                 [17] 

Here m stands for maximum value. The adaptive filter learns the solution to the wiener Hops 

equation is given by the learning curve. 

The Eigen value spread function determines the rate of convergence. The time required for 

the      mode to reach 
 

 
 of its initial value. 



 

            

   Figure 3.3.1 Learning Curve of Adaptive Filters   

The above figure is taken from the reference [2],[1]                                       

 In this algorithm the weight vector is updated from sample to sample and is based on 

steepest descent algorithm. 

                                                       [18] 

The widrow-HoffLMS algorithm for updating LMS Algorithms weights from sample to 

sample is given as in the above equation. Based on gradient vector to estimate on available 

data we need a method the gradient method. 

           +µe                                             [19]    

Thus the LMS algorithm undergoes gradient amplification factor when the input is large 

then the product µe          is large and is stochastic.                                       The 

computational complexity for LMS is 2N+1 multiplications and additions. There are other 

two LMS algorithms like block LMS and complex LMS algorithm. Block LMS is used 

when the filter coefficients is large. By absolving the LMS coefficients are adjusted in the 

same direction as the gradient vector. This Algorithm is called as stochastic multivariable 

non linear feedback system. The mean square error converges to study state values when  

    £(∞)=£(min)+£ex(∞)                                      [20] 

Is satisfied and the problem of misadjustment is solved when the    and X (i) are 

statistically independent. The coefficients began to fluctuate about the optimum value as the 

weight vector begins to converge in the mean. The one of the main difficulties in the design 

and implementation of LMS algorithm is the selection of step size µ.This can be solved in 



NLMS Algorithm. The limitations of LMS algorithm are In non stationary environment the 

bottom moves this leads to change in orientation while when it is stationary case at optimal 

point it converges. 

ADAVNTAGES AND DISADAVANTAGES 

It is very simple in implementation and stable under different conditions and slow 

convergence. It is simple because of updated equation. 

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 

For each set of input output samples LMS algorithm requires 2M+1 additions and 

multiplications. 

3.5 NORMALIZED LEAST MEAN SQUARE (NLMS) ALGORITHM 

The general updated equation for NLMS Algorithm is given as fallows 

                                             
     

                                                            [21] 

 

For stationary processes Trace of 

                                  (                                                                  [22] 

The step size for the LMS is usually given as 0<µ<
 

                

Due to the fixed µ max results in a divergence of the algorithm or insufficient speed and the 

reference signal      is non stationary and has time varying power which is given as 

                                               
 

   
          

 
                                      [23] 

The power in the reference signal is given by 

                                     E [         
 

   
          

 
                                    [24]               

Then the modified LMS Algorithm becomes as  

                                                   
 

         
                                                    [26] 

In the mean square LMS converges if                   

We select the variable step size in order to reduce the errors we select the variable step size 

.As it reaches the optimum value the step size converges slowly. Here α is the normalized 

step size within the range of 0<α<2.The replacement of µ value in LMS result in normalized 

least mean square algorithm (NLMS).The LMS algorithm will experience a problem of 

gradient noise when the X(i) is large .However this noise amplification problem can be 



diminished by normalization of LMS step size by         the input vector and correlation 

of    are proportional to each other.[2] 

      
 

         
 

 

             
                                               [27] 

By replacing the µ value in the LMS Algorithm we get the NLMS algorithm therefore the 

updated equation becomes as fallows 

  

                                  
     

                                                                        [28] 

The algorithm diverges when         becomes small so it requires additional terms in order 

to evaluate           this term. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

NLMS algorithm is of less computational and with good convergence speed makes this 

algorithm for good echo cancellation. It shows greater stability with unknown input signals.  

The noise amplification becomes smaller or less size due to the presence of normalized step 

size. It has minimum study state error and faster convergence. 

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 

NLMS requires more number of computations for evaluation when compared to LMS 

algorithm due the presence of the reference signal power which will have leads to more 

computations in NLMS algorithm. NLMS algorithm requires 3M+1multiplications which is 

M times more than the LMS algorithm. 

3.6 LEAKY LEAST SQUARE ALGORITHM 

The LMS adaptive filter has modes like undriven and undamped mode when the input 

processes autocorrelation    has zero or minimum values or the magnitude does not decay 

but for LMS algorithm it is required that Eigen values are excited so in order to solve this 

problem we introduce a factor called as leaky factor which does not decay to zero with i 

values. The un Excited mode is given as leaky algorithm. The general expression for Leaky 

LMS algorithm is given as follows: 

                                                                       [29] 

    0<  <
 

        
                                                        [30] 

     0<  <2 

                   The leakage factor   should be within the range. 

                                                             0< <1 



In most of the adaptive systems the quantized coefficients are from range of 16 24 bits 

and  ,   8 or 16 bits fixed point values or numbers. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

This algorithm gives more stability due to introducing of more leaky value and consists of 

low convergence rate. 

3.7 RECURSIVE LEAST SQUARE (RLS) ALGORITHM[2] 

This is one of the multiple regression methods i.e. iterative method in which the with respect 

to the input signal output signal is measured at different instants of time    whereas the input 

is given as     . 

     =        
        +                                                              [31] 

Here E represents the error signal 

In this algorithm      are updates continuously with each set of new data without solving 

matrix inversion. In LMS Algorithm we use expectations whereas in RLS algorithm we use 

time averaging. Because of involvement of time consuming computations of inverse matrix 

least squares methods is not suitable for online filtering.   

 

 

 

        

                                

 

 

 

 

          

Figure 3.5 Block diagram of Adaptive filter with RLS Algorithm 

 

In this function the general error equation is given as  

                                                               
                                            [32] 

Recursive 

Least 

Square 

 

W(i) 

d^(i) 
x(i) 

d(i) 



The energy in      is minimized to find filter W(i) we do derivative of zeta(i) with respect to 

  *(k) The minimal energy signal is obtained from optimal filter coefficients .      is 

deterministic autocorrelation matrix and       deterministic correlation matrix and these two 

must be updated and must be inverted. 

                 Thus it allows slowly varying signal 

characteristics. Where 

           
    

      
                                                                     [33] 

                                       
 

                  
                                                                         [34] 

                                                                                                                           [35] 

                                                                                                                     [36] 

                                            
    -1                                                                                [37] 

Here   represents forgetting factor i represents quantities obtained at each sample. Typically 

ranges from 0.9 and 1.0 smaller values assign too much weight to more recent data. 

 ADAVTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

It converges faster than LMS in stationary environment but in non stationary LMS algorithm 

is better than RLS. Sensitivity to computer round off error this leads to instability. Grater 

computational complexity. Numerically robust RLS are two types they are: Square root RLS 

and inverse QR RLS Algorithm. 

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY  

The computational complexity of RLS is proportional (M+1) ^2 the convergence is 

insensitive to Eigen value spread and misadjustment is zero theoretically. 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RLS AND LMS ALGORITHM 

 The correlation that is applied in updating the old estimate of the coefficient vector is 

based on the instantaneous sample value of the input tap-vector and error signal in the LMS 

algorithm. In RLS algorithm it utilises the past available information. The correlation applied 

to the previous estimate consists of three factors: The step size, error signal, tap input vector. 

But in RLS algorithm it consists of two factors that is estimation error and gain vector.RLS 

algorithm is self orthogonalizing and independent of Eigen value spread of the correlation 

matrix of the filter input.LMS algorithm requires approximately 20 M iterations to converge 

in mean square  whereas RLS algorithm converge in mean square with in less than 2M 

iterations. So RLS algorithm converges faster than the LMS algorithm.RLS algorithm 

exhibits zero misadjustment and LMS algorithm exhibits non zero misadjustments. 

 



The various parameters that are to be considered when calculating the filter performance are  

 Convergence rate: The convergence rate should be faster in order to estimate the 

desired filter. Decrease in converge make the system more unstable. Generally 

convergence rate is faster for LMS algorithm when compared to other algorithms. 

 Estimated error: Mean square estimation is the average of the squares of the 

error. The mean square error estimation is given as 

               

 Echo Return Loss: This is expressed as the difference between the echo signal 

level-original signals levels generally expressed in dB. 

 Echo Return Loss Enhancement: It is the ratio of the instantaneous power of 

the signal to the instantaneous power of the residual error signal. For good echo 

cancellation the ERLE value should be in between 40-50 dB. It is the ratio of the 

expected microphone output square divided by expected value of the expected error 

signal square. To compute the canceller coefficients we use adaptation algorithms. 

                                                      
        

        
 

 Complexity: The computational complexity is the measure of the number of 

arithmetic calculations like multiplications, additions and subtractions for different 

adaptive algorithms. As the number of complexities reduces the better the adaptive 

algorithm. 

 Signal to noise ratio (SNR): The rate at which the data transfers depends on the 

bandwidth, quality of channel, level of the signal. We cannot receive any data through 

the channel when the capacity is zero this occurs when the it is noisy channel. Signal 

to Noise ratio becomes one of the limiting factors when the sensitivity of the system 

increases. 

 

                         SNR = 
                    

                   
 

    

                    

It measures strength of the signal to noise 

        =          
             

             
) 

The signal energy is given as= 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 4 

 

ROOM IMPULSE RESPONSE 

Impulse response is the reaction of the system as a function of time. Impulse response 

can be modelled in discrete time form, continues form, delta form or in Dirac form. A Linear 

time Invariant (LTI) system is completely characterised by its impulse response. It has many 

applications such as in loudspeakers, digital filtering, electronic processing, control systems, 

acoustics and audio processing. Acoustic characteristics of the room such as concert hall or 

conference hall can be enabled by the room impulse response. In digital processing system 

the impulse response is already stored and this is convolved with the incoming signal to 

produce the reverberation effect. Several papers where proposed to produce the room impulse 

responses like Lehmann and Johansson’s, Stephen Mc Govern and Allen and Berkley. The 

technique I used in my project for the generation of the room impulse response was proposed 

by Emanuel Habets. In Lehmann technique he generated the room impulse response between 

sound source and acoustic sensor based on several environmental parameters such as 

reflection coefficients, sensor position, and the reverberation time is generated by using of 

T60 or T20.Here room, sensor and source directions are determined in X, Y, Z directions. 

    Several methods where proposed like speech enhancement, 

noise reduction and dereverbiration.To predict the energy decay in the room impulse 

response between two points was proposed. In order to convey the spatial information to the 

listeners echoes are different. The delays from the image source to the receiver increases as 

the absolute values of the image index increases. Here the source position, receiver position, 

reflections coefficients are fixed. The below figure is from [4]. 

REFELECTION COEFFICIENTS 

The existence of the higher dimensions of the room the reflection coefficients are affected by 

several factors. The possible values of the reflection coefficients are presumed to be included 

in the interval of [-1, 1].The general expressions for the reflection coefficients are given as 

follows: 

          

Where α absorption coefficient is the reflection coefficients. Generally the value of the 

reflection coefficient is positive. 

The general steps followed in the room impulse response are visualising the process, finding 

the virtual source, finding the distance of each virtual source, finding the magnitude and the 

unit impulse response of each virtual source. [27] 
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  Figure 4.1 Sources of Acoustic Echo in a Room 

 Room reverberation time depends on two factors such as the room size and the 

material with which the room walls, objects. Most of the signal is absorbed when it 

strikes the wall or other surfaces.[27] 

Computational Procedure 

  Consider a three dimensional squared shaped room the formula is given as 

                     
  
 

  
 

  
                                 [41] 

Here N (u) is the pressure impulse resulting from 3-D image. 

Thus this equation can be extended to any number of dimensions then we generate a tree like 

structure. For every iteration the reflection coefficients and distances are calculated. Thus we 

obtain the several number of RIR for different directions. To perform u dimensions we 

convolve RIR with the input speech signal so that the resultant room reverberation is obtained 

[27]. The propagation of sound wave can be modelled in linear filtering operation, non linear 

distortion. When we absorve the room impulse response first there is a dead time and then 

comes direct path and early reflections and there is a decaying exponential called 

reverberation. 

 

 



Chapter 5 

 

5.1 IMPLEMENTATION IN MATLAB 

  There various parameters that affect the performances of the acoustic echo 

canceller converge like age, language, gender, pitch variability, background noise level and 

spectrum. Voices which are of strong pitch are easier to converge than the voices with softer 

pitch like Arabic or Hebrew are easier. The basic difference between the intensity and 

loudness is intensity is a physical or objective property. 

  In this current thesis, we conducted two experiments in experiment 1 we 

examined our approach by using an sinusoidal input signal (Wide band signal), X(n), with 

Additive White Gaussian noise for different parameters. Echo path impulse response, h(n), in 

the near end environment was measured at microphone and loudspeaker. The sampling 

frequency of the simulation is 16,000Hz.The low path impulse response in the near end 

physical environment is assumed to be of oreder12 for different adaptive filters like LMS, 

LLMS, NLMS and RLS. In Experiment 2 we examine the speech signal which is non linear 

signal with frequency of 16,000Hz.order of the filter is 12.This speech signal is sent into the 

room where it is convolved with the room impulse response and external noise is added near 

the microphone and this is sent back to the adaptive filter algorithm where the acoustic echo 

cancellation takes place. The various parameters which are compared in the two experiments 

are given as follows: 

1. Comparing the acoustic echo cancellation for different adaptive filters like LMS, 

LLMS, NLMS and RLS for both stationary and non stationary signals. When we 

examine the results we could see that RLS algorithm has better echo cancellation for 

both stationary and non stationary signal. 

2. Analysing the results of the ERLE vs. Impulse response by varying different room 

dimensions like (6x6, 7x7, 8x8, 9x9 and 10x10) which are indicated with different 

colour bars for different adaptive algorithms .From the plots we could see that for 

stationary case the room with dimension of 7x7 gives better ERLE value than the 

other room dimensions for stationary signal. For non stationary case the room 

dimension with 10x10 gives higher ERLE values. 

3. Observing ERLE vs. Reverberation time for different adaptive filters for both 

stationary and non stationary signal in this we observe that the ERLE value is 

maximum for RLS algorithm in both the cases. 

4. Even calculating the ERLE vs. Filter length parameter for both two cases we observe 

that ERLE value becomes almost constant for RLS algorithm for both the cases. 

5.  Analysing the different parameters of the different adaptive algorithms with respect 

to ERLE and reverberation time. 

6.  To calculate the Signal to Noise ratio for different adaptive algorithms for both the 

cases and results are plotted. 



7. Even to calculate the computational complexity of different adaptive algorithms and 

tabulating the results. 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 6 

 

SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

The following figures shows the desired signal, adaptive filter output signal, 

estimation error, MSE, Echo Return Loss Enhancement (ERLE), Reverberation time in sec. 

The performance of each algorithm in acoustic echo cancellation system. Here we are 

designing the room with source and microphone positions are fixed. We are considering the 

reference signal, original, primary signal with frequency of 8 KHz, 16 KHz, the reflection 

coefficients are set in between 0.1 to 1, time T IS 11 seconds the source positions and room 

dimensions are fixed. Then this signal is processed as explained above. 

     The order of the filter was set to 12 .The parameter µ was set to 

0.01,lamda value was set to 1,α which is β in general case value was set to 0.01,gamma is set 

to 0.001.In each algorithm the time evolution of the filter taps, Mean square error and output 

of the filter is presented. Here the input signal is convolved with the impulse response and the 

external noise is added to this signal then it is passes through the different adaptive 

algorithms i.e. LMS, NLMS, LLMS and RLS in order to attenuate the reverberation and the 

external noise. 

GENERAL DESCREPTION  

The following results shows the implementation echo cancellation using the LMS, 

LLMS, NLMS and RLS algorithms and we are going to compare the results here we take the 

signal input frequency 16KHz,µ value as 0.01, samples is given as convolution of time and 

sampling rate. We take pure input signal and add external noise additive white Gaussian 

noise to it and pass through the adaptive filter. We also give detailed comparison of the input 

speech signal and input sine signal. We compare different parameters like ERLE vs. Filter 

length, ERLE vs. Room impulse response, ERLE vs. Reverberation, Different parameters of 

adaptive algorithms vs. ERLE with respect to Reverberation time and Signal to noise ratio for 

different algorithms. The simulation part is done in MATLAB and output results are plotted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GENERAL REPRESENTATION FOR STATIONARY SIGNAL 

The below figure shows the output of the acoustic echo cancellation systems. Fig a. 

represents the signal which is a sine wave signal with frequency of 16 kHz. Fig b. is room 

impulse response h; fig c. shows an echo signal, and fig d. Represents noise signal. Here X 

represents the number of samples (n), Y represents the amplitude. Here µ=0.01, filter length 

is 12.The input signal length is 182824 with frequency of 16 KHz. 

 

Figure 6.1 General representations for stationary signal. Fig. a. Original signal, Fig. B. Impulse 

response, Fig. C. Echo signal, Fig. d. Noise signal 
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ACOUSTIC ECHO CANCELLATION USING DIFFERENT ADAPTIVE 

FILTER USING STATIONARY SIGNAL 

The below figure shows the output of the acoustic echo cancellation systems. Fig a. 

represents the signal which is a combination of echo and noise signal which is given to the 

system as input. Fig b. represents the output of the LMS algorithm for stationary signal fig c. 

Is output of the LLMS algorithm for stationary signal fig d. represents the output of the 

NLMS algorithm for stationary signal and fig e. represents the output of the RLS algorithm 

for stationary signal .Here X represents the number of samples (n), Y represents the 

amplitude. Here µ=0.1, filter length is 12.The input signal length is 182824 with frequency of 

16 KHz. 

 

 

Figure 6.2 The output of the acoustic echo cancellation systems. Fig a. represents the echo and noise 

signal. Fig b. represents the output of the LMS algorithm fig c. Is output of the LLMS algorithm fig d. 

represents the output of the NLMS algorithm and fig e. represents the output of the RLS algorithm for 

stationary signal. 
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LMS ALGORITHM FOR NON STATIONARY SIGNAL 

The below figure shows the output of the acoustic echo cancellation systems. Fig a. 

represents the signal which is a combination of input and echo. Fig b. is room impulse 

response h; fig c. shows an echo signal, and fig d. Is noise signal and the fig e. represents the 

resultant of the system i.e. the output from LMS Algorithm. Here X represents the number of 

samples (n), Y represents the amplitude. Here µ=0.1, filter length is 12.The input signal 

length is 182824 with frequency of 16 KHz. 

       Figure 6.3 Acoustic echo cancellation using LMS algorithm. Fig. a. Echo and speech          

signal, Fig. B. Impulse response, Fig. C. Echo signal, Fig. d. Noise signal, Fig. e. Resultant Output 

signal. 

 



LLMS ALGORITHM 

This figure shows output for leaky Least Mean Square Algorithm. Fig a. represents the signal 

which is a combination if input and echo. Fig b. is room impulse response h; fig c. shows an 

echo signal, and fig d. Is noise signal and the fig e. represents the resultant of the system i.e. 

the output from LLMS Algorithm. Here X represents the number of samples (n), Y represents 

the amplitude. Here µ=0.01, filter length is 12.Leakage factor gamma is 0.001. 

Figure 6.4 Acoustic echo cancellation using LLMS algorithm. Fig. a. Echo and speech signal, Fig. B. 

Impulse response, Fig. C. Echo signal, Fig. d. Noise signal, Fig. e. Resultant Output signal. 



NLMS Algorithm 

This figure shows output for leaky Least Mean Square Algorithm. Fig a. represents the signal 

which is a combination if input and echo. Fig b. is room impulse response h; fig c. shows an 

echo signal, and fig d. Is noise signal and the fig e. represents the resultant of the system i.e. 

the output from N LMS Algorithm. Here X represents the number of samples (n), Y 

represents the amplitude. Here µ=0.01, filter length is 12.Normalization factor is 0.01. 

      Figure 6.5 Acoustic echo cancellation using NLMS algorithm. Fig. a. Echo and speech signal, 

Fig. B. Impulse response, Fig. C. Echo signal, Fig. d. Noise signal, Fig. e. Resultant Output signal. 



RLS Algorithm 

This figure shows output for leaky Least Mean Square Algorithm. Fig a. represents the signal 

which is a combination if input and echo. Fig b. is room impulse response h; fig c. shows an 

echo signal, and fig d. Is noise signal and the fig e. represents the resultant of the system i.e. 

the output from RLS Algorithm. Here X represents the number of samples (n), Y represents 

the amplitude. Here µ=0.01, filter length is 12.Leakage factor gamma is 0.001.lmda is 1, delta 

is 0.001. 

Figure 6.6 Acoustic echo cancellation using RLS algorithm. Fig. a. Echo and speech signal, Fig. B. 

Impulse response, Fig. C. Echo signal, Fig. d. Noise signal, Fig. e. Resultant Output signal. 

 



ERLE Vs.room impulse response LMS algorithm for Stationary signal 

The below graph shows Echo Return loss enhancement verses room impulse response for 

LMS algorithm.Here different color bars represents the different room dimenssion given on 

the right side of the figure which are varying with different ERLE values.X axis represents 

the number of samples(n),Y axis represents the ERLE values. Here in this LMS Algorithm 

grpah ERLE values are same for different room dimenssions. 

 

Figure 6.7 ERLE in dB Vs. Room Impulse Response LMS algorithm for stationary signal 
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ERLE Vs.room impulse response LMS algorithm for non Stationary signal 

The below graph shows Echo Return loss enhancement verses room impulse response for 

LMS algorithm.Here different color bars represents the different room dimenssion given on 

the right side of the figure which are varying with different ERLE values.X axis represents 

the number of samples(n),Y axis represents the ERLE values. Here in this LMS Algorithm 

grpah ERLE values are same for different room dimenssions. 

 Figure 6.8 ERLE in dB Vs. Room Impulse Response LMS algorithm for non stataionary signal 

 



ERLE Vs.room impulse response LLMS algorithm for ststaionary signal 

The below graph shows Echo Return loss verses room impulse response for LLMS 

algorithm.Here different color bars represents the different room dimenssion given on the 

right side of the figure which are varying with different ERLE values.X axis represents the 

number of samples(n),Y axis represents the ERLE values.The ERLE values are constant for 

large room dimenssions  and it decreses as the room dimenssions decreases. 

 

Figure 6.9 ERLE in dB Vs. Room Impulse Response LLMS algorithm for ststionary signal 
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ERLE Vs.room impulse response LLMS algorithm for non stataionary 

signal 

The below graph shows Echo Return loss verses room impulse response for LLMS 

algorithm.Here different color bars represents the different room dimenssion given on the 

right side of the figure which are varying with different ERLE values.X axis represents the 

number of samples(n),Y axis represents the ERLE values.The ERLE values are constant for 

large room dimenssions  and it decreses as the room dimenssions decreases. 

          Figure 6.10.1 ERLE in dB Vs. Room Impulse Response LLMS algorithm 



ERLE ERLE Vs.room impulse response NLMS algorithm for stationary 

signal 

The below graph shows Echo Return loss verses room impulse response for NLMS 

algorithm.Here different color bars represents the different room dimenssion given on the 

right side of the figure which are varying with different ERLE values.X axis represents the 

number of samples(n),Y axis represents the ERLE values.Here the ERLE values are constant 

for different roomdimenssions 

 

Figure 6.10.2 ERLE in dB Vs. Room Impulse Response NLMS algorithm for stationary signal 
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ERLE Vs.room impulse response NLMS algorithm for non stationary 

signal 

The below graph shows Echo Return loss verses room impulse response for NLMS 

algorithm.Here different color bars represents the different room dimenssion given on the 

right side of the figure which are varying with different ERLE values.X axis represents the 

number of samples(n),Y axis represents the ERLE values.Here the ERLE values are constant 

for different roomdimenssions 

       Figure 6.10.3 ERLE in dB Vs. Room Impulse Response NLMS algorithm for non stationary 

signal 



ERLE Vs.room impulse response RLS algorithm for stationary signal 

The below graph shows Echo Return loss verses room impulse response for RLS 

algorithm.Here different color bars represents the different room dimenssion given on the 

right side of the figure which are varying with different ERLE values.X axis represents the 

number of samples(n),Y axis represents the ERLE values. 

 

       Figure 6.10.4 ERLE in dB Vs. Room Impulse Response RLS algorithm for stationary signal 
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ERLE Vs.room impulse response RLS algorithm for non stataionary signal 

The below graph shows Echo Return loss verses room impulse response for RLS 

algorithm.Here different color bars represents the different room dimenssion given on the 

right side of the figure which are varying with different ERLE values.X axis represents the 

number of samples(n),Y axis represents the ERLE values. 

        Figure 6.10.5 ERLE in dB Vs. Room Impulse Response RLS algorithm for non stationary 

signal 



From the above figures we can estimate that the ERLE value for different algorithms is given 

as fallows: 

For NLMS maximum ERLE value is 22.9,RLS maximum value is 27 where as ERLE value 

is maximum for LMS,LLMS. 

ERLE Vs.REVERBIRATION TIME FOR STATIONARY SIGNAL 

Reverbiration is many thousands of echos arrive in very quik succession as time passes echos 

will not be heard.Where as ERLE is the echo return loss enhancement.So we are going 

alculate this reverbiration and ERLE plots .The below figure shows the ERLE verses 

Reverbiration for different adaptive algorithms.As reverbiration goes on increasing  the Echo 

Return Loss goes on decreasing and the this is same for LMS and LLMS it is almost same 

,for Rls algorithm it shows the maximum values.The methods with acoustic echo cancellers 

have higher ERLE levels.Here the Xaxis gives the reverbiration time in seconds and the Y 

axis gives the ERLE in (dB). 

 

 

   

Figure 6.10.6 ERLE in dB Vs. Reverbiration time in seconds adaptive algorithms for stationary signal 
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ERLE Vs.REVEBERATION TIME FOR NON STATIONARY SIGNAL 

Reverbiration is many thousands of echos arrive in very quik succession as time passes echos 

will not be heard.Where as ERLE is the echo return loss enhancement.So we are going 

alculate this reverbiration and ERLE plots .The below figure shows the ERLE verses 

Reverbiration for different adaptive algorithms.As reverbiration goes on increasing  the Echo 

Return Loss goes on decreasing and the this is same for LMS and LLMS it is almost same 

,for Rls algorithm it shows the maximum values.The methods with acoustic echo cancellers 

have higher ERLE levels.Here the Xaxis gives the reverbiration time in seconds and the Y 

axis gives the ERLE in (dB). 

      Figure 6.10.7 ERLE in dB Vs. Reverbiration time in seconds adaptive  algorithms for non    

stationary signal 

 

 



ERLE Vs.FILTER LENGTH FOR STATIONARY SIGNAL 

Here in this graph the order of the filter is taken as 12.Here we vary the adaptive filter length 

verses ERLE (dB) as adaptive filter length goes on increasing the ERLE decrese in case of 

NLMS, LLMS and remains constant for RLS algorithm. 

 

                      

 

                  Figure 6.10.8 ERLE in dB Vs. Adaptive Filter Length stationary signal 
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ERLE Vs.FLITER LENGTH FOR NON STATAIONARY SIGNAL 

Here in this graph the order of the filter is taken as 12.Here we vary the adaptive filter length 

verses ERLE (dB) as adaptive filter length goes on increasing the ERLE decrese in case of 

NLMS, LLMS and remains constant for RLS algorithm. 

                       Figure 6.10.9 ERLE in dB Vs. Adaptive Filter Length 



LMS FILTER µ VERSES ERLE BY VARYING ROOM 

REVERBERATION TIME FOR STATAIONARY SIGNAL 

The below figure shows the ouput for convergence µ veres ERLE and the reverbireration 

time on the left hand side for stataionary signal.As µ value goes on inreasing from 0.00001 to 

0.0005 the ERLE value goes on decreasing and the reverbiration is shown with different 

colors on the left hand side of the figure. 

 

Figure 6.11.1 ERLE in dB Vs. LMS µ filter by varying Reverbiration time for  stataionary signal 
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LMS FILTER µ VERSES ERLE BY VARYING ROOM 

REVERBERATION TIME FOR NON STATAIONARY SIGNAL 

The below figure shows the ouput for convergence µ veres ERLE and the reverbireration 

time on the left hand side.As µ value goes on inreasing from 0.01 to 1 the ERLE value goes 

on decreasing and the reverbiration is shown with different colors on the left hand side of the 

figure. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.11.2 ERLE in dB Vs. LMS µ filter by varying Reverbiration time for non stationary 

signal 



LLMS µ VERSES ERLE BY VARYING THE REVERBIRATION TIME 

FOR STATIONARY SIGNAL 

The below figure shows the leaky least mean square algorithm output µ value on the X axis 

and the ERLE values on the Y axis.As µ value goes on increasing the ERLE value decreses 

by varying the reverberation time in sec whih is shown on the left hand side of the figure 

indcated with different colors. 

 

   Figure 6.11.3 ERLE in dB Vs. LLMS µ filter by varying Reverbiration time for stationary signal 
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LLMS µ VERSES ERLE BY VARYING THE REVERBIRATION TIME 

FOR NON STATIONARY SIGNAL 

The below figure shows the leaky least mean square algorithm output µ value on the X axis 

and the ERLE values on the Y axis.As µ value goes on increasing the ERLE value decreses 

by varying the reverberation time in sec whih is shown on the left hand side of the figure 

indcated with different colors. 

 

 

         Figure 6.11.3 ERLE in dB Vs. LLMS µ filter by varying Reverbiration time 



NLMS β VERSES ERLE BY VARYING THE REVERBIRATION TIME 

IN SEC FOR STATIONARY SIGNAL 

The below figure shows the output results of the NLMS β verses ERLE by varying the 

reverbiration time in sec .From the below figure we get that as the β values goes on 

increasing the ERLE values goes on decresaing  and the reverberation is shown on the left 

hand side of the figure in different colors to distinguish. So we can fix the maximum value 

for beta at 1.75 for NLMS algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 6.11.4 ERLE in dB Vs. NLMS (beta) filter by varying Reverbiration time for stationary signal 
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NLMS β VERSES ERLE BY VARYING THE REVERBIRATION TIME 

IN SEC FOR NON STATAIONARY SIGNAL 

The below figure shows the output results of the NLMS β verses ERLE by varying the 

reverbiration time in sec .From the below figure we get that as the β values goes on 

increasing the ERLE values goes on decresaing nd the reverberation is shown on the left hand 

side of the figure in different colors to distinguish. So we can fix the maximum value for beta 

at 0.25 for NLMS algorithm. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.11.5 ERLE in dB Vs. NLMS (beta) filter by varying Reverbiration time for non stationary 

signal 



RLS WITH LAMDA FIXED AT 1 VERSES ERLE BY VARYING ROOM 

REVERBERATION TIME FOR STSTAIONARY SIGNAL 

The below figure shows the output results of the RLS lamda fixed at 1 verses ERLE by 

varying the reverbiration time in sec .From the below figure we get that as the reverberation 

time goes on increasing the ERLE values goes on  decreasing. 

 

Figure 6.11.6 ERLE in dB Vs. RLS (lamda) filter by varying Reverbiration time for stationary signal 
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RLS WITH LAMDA FIXED AT 1 VERSES ERLE BY VARYING ROOM 

REVERBERATION TIME FOR NON STATIONARY SIGNAL 

 The below figure shows the output results of the RLS lamda fixed at 1 verses ERLE by 

varying the reverbiration time in sec .From the below figure we get that as the reverberation 

time goes on increasing the ERLE values goes on  decreasing. 

 .

   

Figure 6.11.7 ERLE in dB Vs. RLS (lamda) filter by varying Reverbiration time for non stataionary 

signal 

 



SNR FOR LMS,LLMS,NLMS AND RLS FOR STATIONARY SIGNAL 

The below figures the output of Signal To Noise ratio for diffrent algorithms.It could be seen 

that the NLMS has maximum SNR when compared to all other algorithms.Here blue line 

indicateds the SNR before the echo cancelation and reamaning colors indcated the outputs of 

different algorithms after echo canellation. 

 

    Figure 6.11.9 ERLE in dB Vs. SNR for LMS,LMS,NLMS,RLS for non stationary signal 
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SNR FOR LMS,LLMS,NLMS AND RLS FOR NON STATIONARY 

SIGNAL 

The below figures the output of Signal To Noise ratio for diffrent algorithms.It could be seen 

that the NLMS has maximum SNR when compared to all other algorithms.Here blue line 

indicateds the SNR before the echo cancelation and reamaning colors indcated the outputs of 

different algorithms after echo cancellation. 

 

             

 

  Figure 6.12.1 ERLE in dB Vs. SNR for LMS,LMS,NLMS,RLS for non stationary signal 
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 Computational complexity 

The computataional complexity plays vital role in choosing the adaptive algorithms it 

varies for diffrent algorithms.As time consumption is major issue in any communication 

system so we look for an algorithm that reduses the computational comlexity.There are 

diffrent typse of computataional problems like diiferential problems,searching 

problems,optimaization problems,counting problems the LMS algorithm requires O(M) 

where M represents the order of the filter,N represents the length of the input signal.RLS 

algorithm has O(  ).The general matahemetical calculations are done as fallows Let us take 

LMS updated equation as 

          +µe(i)      updated equation 

The error equation is given as                

From the updated equation we an state that the we have 1 multiplication,M+1 

multiplications,M+1 additions and the error equation has one additionone multiplication and 

for output we have M+1 multipliations,M additions so all around we have input signal length 

*(2M+1) multiplcations,N(2M) additions and 2N substractions so similarly we alculate for 

different adaptive algorithms and are tabulated as shown in the below figure 

 

ALGORITHMS MULTIPLICATIONS ADDITIONS SUBSTRACTION DIVISIONS 

LMS N(2M+1) N(2M) 2N  

LLMS N(3M+1) N(2M) 2N  

NLMS N(3M) N(2M) 2N M 

RLS N(6M) N(3M) N(2M) 2M 

Table 6.11.9 Caluculation of computataional complexity 

 

The below graph shows the multiplication verses different adaptive algorithms we can 

absorve that RLS algorithm has high computaational complexity than the LMS algorithm. 



 

              Figure 6.12.1 Computatinal complexity for adaptive algorithms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

 



Chapter 6 

 

6.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Due to the advancement in the technology Acoustic echo cancellation has its wide 

range of applications such as in mobilephone,speakerphones,hand free car fits, bluetooth 

accessories,multi-channel teleconferencing systems and hearing heads.The robust acoustic 

echo cancellation and speech enhancement technique has wide range of application in day 

today life in wireless and mobile systems.There are sevral number of adaptive algorithms 

which have different propeties, but aim is to minimize the mean square error, higher 

convergence rate and lesser computational complexity. 

The first of the analysis emphasis on the implementaion of the different adaptive 

algorithms by taking an input sinusoidal signal and adding aditive white guassian noise i.e 

(Wide band signal) to this signal and removing using echo cancellation method and 

comparing the results with different parameters. 

The second part of the thesis the adaptive filters has been applied to the  Acoustic 

echo cancellation.The resultant signal has been obtained by convolving the speech 

signal(benny.wav) of the room impulse response using different adaptive algorithms like 

LMS,LLMS,NLMS and RLS algorithm. 

Experimental results shows that the RLS algorithm porformance of acoustic echo 

cancellation when compared to the other algorithms.When comparing the ERLE verses room 

impulse response the ERLE value is 27.19 for RLS and for LMS,LLMS it is 26.2 but it is 

22.8 for NLMS. The average ERLE obtained from the plots for the various adaptive 

algorithms shows the ERLE value is maximum for RLS algorithm.ERLE verses 

Reverbiration time RLS has maximum ERLE value at 0.2.ERLE verses filter length RLS has 

maximum value.LMS filter parameter verses ERLE by varying reverbiration time 0.006 

maximum value for LMS algorithm, for LLMS algorithm µ value is 0.01, for NLMS 

algorithm maximum β value is set to 0.3, for RLS algorithm lamda value is 1.The usefullness 

of any adaptive algorithm is judged by its performance in the prescence of noise.By 

comparing SNR values for different algorithms it is maximum for NLMS algorithm if the 

signal to noise ratio is maximum then the filter performance is better.The computational 

complexity is low for LMS algorithm and is high for RLS algorithm.So we can conclude 

from the results that the SNR value is high for NLMS algorithm,ERLE value is high for rls 

algorithm, computational complexity is less for LMS algorithm. 

 

 

 

 



6.2 FUTURE WORK 

Due to fast growth in technology in the field of digital signal processing and in 

particular adaptive filtering is vast.There is scope of improvement for existing algorithms in 

reducing the complexity and improving the stability. Acoustic echo cancellation can be 

implemented for infinite impulse response filters for better performance.Acoustic echo 

cancellation is good example for embaded system design which are sensitive to size and 

power consumption and multimedia conferencing systems.  
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